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The process also allows the researcher to identify evidence links in the data to the 
different categories, to closely organize and inspect that evidence, and to use the 
process to inform and develop the themes indexed by the categories.

CODING FRAMEWORK
One of the first steps in this process is the development of a coding framework that 
can be applied systematically to the analysis of qualitative data. The framework 
should, in the first instance, remain fluid and develop on the basis of preliminary read-
ings of some of the transcripts or at least of the pilot data. The following example is 
of a coding framework that I drew up in a study of pupils’ code-switching between 
English and French in an online bulletin board project between pupils in England and 
in francophone countries. The framework was applied to the analysis of interviews I 
carried out with some of the English pupils involved in the project (Evans, 2009).

The codes, listed in the left-hand column (Table 15.1), refer to topics which I wanted 
to identify and for which I wanted to collate evidence from the pupil interviews. The 
right-hand column provides a brief description of what each code represents. This 
description is useful for supporting the validity claims of your findings and therefore it 
is advisable to include it in your methodology chapters in your dissertation or report. 

Table 15.1 A coding framework for the analysis of interview data

Ideational dimension

Code choice Reasons for using French or English in posts

Codeswitch Explanation of code-switching and code-mixing

Content Choice of topic in post

Word choice Meaning-related explanations for the choice of a particular word

Opinion Opinion-related influence on the content of post

Interpersonal dimension

Borrow Copying text from native speaker posts

Interact Perceptions of interactions with other members of the group

Read Comments on the experience of reading other people’s posts

Tu/vous Rationalization of choice between the two forms of address in posts

Metalinguistic dimension

Know Reference to what they know

Learn Reference to learning goals, outcomes and experience

Schoollang Reference to the nature of their school language learning

SayWrite Describing the online communicative process
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